
Easily collaborate to track all projects
and risks to make better decisions faster

Confidently measure and show
procurement’s impact

Discover new value-creating opportunities
to improve business outcomes

Quickly apply best practices to advance
your team’s project skills and achievement

ELEVATE PROCUREMENT’S IMPACT

PROCUREMENT PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

ROBUST CAPABILITIES UNDER ONE ROOF

Opportunities
Identify, assess, and approve new projects using data from spend
intelligence, contracts, and more.

Pipeline
Gain a current view of all projects and progress status,
re-prioritize, and take action on risks and flagged items.

Savings & Value
Always know your status vs goals. Get auditable
reports showing final outcomes.

Contracts
Get a unified view that’s actionable, such as
proactively managing expiring contracts and
identifying consolidation opportunities.

Performance Dashboards
Create customizable views to better track value against
goals, manage resources and plans, and promote your
impact.

Supplier’s Hub
Save time by accessing integrated, relevant supplier information
such as projects, scorecards, contracts, spend, or external data
sources.

Every procurement team seeks to optimally plan,
manage, and report on their performance. Unfortunately,
most are using disconnected tools and approaches not
designed for procurement’s needs.

Per Angusta’s PPM platform is the overarching hub used
every day to help improve procurement’s strategic
planning, operational pipeline oversight, and ongoing
value measurement.



Deliver Transparency
and Collaboration

Bring stakeholders together
by providing visibility and
capturing their input.

Know
the Results

Get indisputable, auditable
reports that measure your
impact. Be alerted to
bottlenecks and threats.

Communicate
with Trust

Confidently share clear
reports with Finance and
get their sign-off.

Easily set and adjust project
priorities, so your team knows
exactly where to focus.

Optimize
Resourcing

Get better insights to set the
right plans and goals and
actively track progress.

Improve Planning
and Goals

Identify opportunities to
reduce spend, cut risk, boost
quality and meet goals.

Drive More
Ongoing Value

HOW PROCUREMENT BENEFITS

WHY PER ANGUSTA?

After 10 years and 140+ global customer implementations, here are top reasons
customers say they select us over other approaches and offerings:

Purpose-built for Procurement,
by Procurement practitioners

Rapid time-to-value thanks to non-disruptive
implementation, integration, and onboarding

Integrate with 30+ existing procurement apps
or use as stand-alone solution

Ever-evolving SaaS platform as feature
enhancements reflect and benefit all users

Best practices embedded in the product
and our ongoing support for customers

Intuitive user interface and flexible
configuration options to work for you

REQUEST A PERSONALIZED DEMO

https://resources.per-angusta.com/en/schedule-a-demo

